LEARNING CONTENTS

Do I want to lead teams, become a project manager – or do I want to do a doctorate? … and why do I have to decide at all? How do I recognize my strengths? What career options are there for me? How do I build sustainable networks? What values are important to me for my own career? How can I develop innovations with a team? What current challenges do companies face in sustainable change, in digitalization? And what can be my contribution to this?

The Career-Building Programme is a scholarship program for female STEM students enrolled at our partner universities. The curriculum is composed of three modules: A) Career-Development; B) Innovation and Co-Creation; and C) Building Networks. These extend over several modules in three schools and are didactically built on each other. Details of the programme curriculum can be found here.

Femtec Career-Building Programme: Modules' contents

Over a period of one year, topics for personal career development are worked on individually and together in workshops in three schools that build on each other. Exclusive excursions to our partner companies and direct contacts to possible entry-level positions strengthen your individual network.